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ARKANSAS TRAVEL
A medium-sized pink tomato that is smooth and a beautiful rose color. An excellent variety tolerant to heat and humidity; crack and disease resistant. Good flavor, a favorite of many.

BEAUTY
Has full, rich tomato flavor.

BRANDYMASTERCHEMOTHERNO
Modern Strain of the classic Brandywine.

BRANDYWINE RED
Beefsteak-shaped fruit that are perfect for slicing. The thin-skinned, pinkish-red tomatoes are flavorful but not acidic.

BRANDYWINE RED LANDIS VALLEY STRAIN
Real Red Brandywine originating in 1885 from Chester County, PA: medium-sized 8 oz round, smooth red fruit that are juicy and loaded with intense tomato flavor.

CONSTOLUTO FIORENTINO
Fruit are juicy and flavorful for slicing but really shine when slow-roasted or cooked down into a rich sauce.

COSTALUTO GENOVESE
Italian Heirloom, large deep-red, juicy tomatoes are deeply ribbed - if you like the acid of a good Italian tomato, this is it.

CUOR DI BUE (OXHEART)
6-12 oz early Deep pink skin dark red flesh, amazing tasty.

RED ROSE
Cross between Brandywine and Rutgers produces good yields of 6 to 10 oz. delicious dark pink fruit. The tomato’s taste and texture is more like that of Brandywine.

MARRIAGE GENUWINE
Bright red slicer with well-balanced, old-time look and flavor.

MOSKOVICH
4-6 oz. High Quality, early, luscious rich, semi-determinate.

PRUDENCE PURPLE
Excellent, luscious, savory and sweet flavor - Vivid dark pink skin with crimson flesh…our favorite brandywine-type.

BRANDYWINE PINK (PINK BEAUTY)
Excellent, complex flavor like a fine wine. The fruits tend to vary from round to boat shape.

MARBONNE
Beautiful, deep red, ribbed tomatoes are borne on healthy plants. Flavor is among the best with smooth, soft texture.

RED PEAR PIRIFORM
Pear-shaped, superb, old-fashioned, juicy, sweet flavor. This heirloom from Italy should be picked when shoulders are still green.

RIVIERA
Italian Oxheart that has a mild flavor when eaten raw but makes a flavorful sauce. The meaty fruit is also good for stuffing.
2016 Heirloom Tomato Selection

BLACK AND PURPLE TOMATOES

BLACK BRANDYWINE
Real tomato taste, prolific yielder, novel black fruits are well formed, oval.

CHEROKEE PURPLE
Dusky pink with dark shoulders and a multicolored interior, this large heirloom has full flavor.

MARNERO
Flesh is very soft and has excellent flavor and texture.

BLACK KRAM
Exotic and musky flavor, some say intense and smoky, this Russian heirloom has an intriguing appearance of violet brown and raspberry red, often with brown/green shoulders.

JAPANESE BLACK TRIFLE
4-6 oz Pear shaped with burgundy color with excellent, rich flavor. Harvest when shoulders are still green for best taste.

NYAGOUS
Black 6-8oz round smooth fruit with an excellent, sweet yet full of that special black tomato richness.

CHEROKEE CHOCOLATE
Large Mahogany-colored variety has excellent flavor and beautiful large fruit. Stabalized version of the beloved Cherokee Purple tomato with the similarly wonderful flavor.

YELLOW AND ORANGE TOMATOES

AUNT GERTIE’S GOLD
Excellent Sumptuous Rich Flavor - Possibly the best-tasting yellow heirloom. Tangerine orange Oblate globe, smooth varying size.

BRANDYWINE YELLOW
Old-timer with rich flavor - finicky to grow but we do because we love the fruit when it does produce a sellable tomato (even though there are not that many!)

PERSIMMON
A persimmon-colored Russian heirloom beefsteak; high in flavor, low in acidity.

BRANDYMASTER YELLOW
Modern Strain of the classic Brandywine, shiny fruits have firm yet juicy flesh with that rich tomato taste.

GREAT WHITE
A “white” tomato, and the Great White is the best of them all. The fruit is meaty with few seeds, a mild non-acid flavor, and creamy texture.

VALENCIA
Round, smooth 8-10 oz fruits have a sunny orange color with a full tomato taste.
2016 Heirloom Tomato Selection

**GREEN TOMATOES**

**AUNT RUBY GERMAN**
Large green beefsteaks ripen to pale green with a tint of yellow and have a pink blush underneath that extends inside the flesh. The flavor is sweet, yet spicy and quite delicious. Fruit has the smoothest shape of any large green tomato.

**CHEROKEE GREEN**
Unique color, great flavor it is a green-when-rip tomato that has some yellowish-orange color on the blossom end when ripe. Lots of bold, acidic, complex tomato flavor.

**GREEN GIANT**
Yellowish Green inside and out, this is an excellent tasting green-when-ripe beefsteak. Richly flavored, sweet and sprightly, rivets the standard of excellence set by Aunt Ruby’s German Green tomato.

**MULTI-COLOR TOMATOES**

**BIG RAINBOW**
Over the top in color, size, vigor, and flavor.

**LUCKY CROSS**
Beautiful bi-colored, large (sixteen to twenty ounces) fruits with some ribbing at the shoulders. Juicy and fruity.

**SPECKLED ROMAN**
Striking red with golden streaks. Meaty fruits make a great sauce but excellent flavor makes it a fine fresh eating.

**BIG ZEBRA**
Striking Red and Green striped with and interior of green with pink extending up into the middle. Has mild sweet flavor.

**MARGLD**
Very soft flesh has excellent, sweet flavor and great texture. Similar in appearance to Striped German.

**STRIPE GERMAN**
The flat, medium to large, variably ribbed-shoulder tomatoes are shaded yellow and red. The marbled interior looks beautiful sliced. Complex, fruity flavor and smooth texture.

**COPIA**
Large heirloom - a stunning combination of fine-lined golden yellow and red stripes. Their flesh is streaked with red and is very juicy, flavorful, and sweet.

**MARVEL STRIPE**
10-16 oz unusual shape, sweet and juicy with few seeds.

**STRIPE ROMAN**
These long, roma-shaped tomatoes have orange stripes running down the length of the fruit. Tomatoes are very thick and meaty with a nice rich flavor.

**GEORGIA STREAK**
Tomato turns golden yellow with red streaks when mature. Very flavorful and sweet.

**PINAPPLE**
The yellow fruit has red marbling through the flesh and is one of the most beautiful tomatoes we sell. The flavor is very sweet and fruity.

**INDIAN STRIPE**
This 8-10 oz heirloom has exquisite taste with the richness and complexity of fine wine. Faint green stripes fade as fruit ripens.

**VINTAGE**
The tasty fruit are good-sized; a unique pale pink, with beautiful golden stripes that are quite distinct.
HEIRLOOM ARTISANS/SPECIALTY  *available in clamshell packs

BLUSH
Elongated cherry-type - bicolor with stripes of beautiful bright yellow with red stripes. Excellent sweet fruity flavor.

INDIGO APPLE
Indigo variety that is sweet than its sister tomato Indigo Rose. Also ripens a bit earlier and has lots of purple containing high anthocyanin levels, the same powerful antioxidant found in blueberries.

INDIGO BLUE BEAUTY
Largest of our Indigo tomatoes. This beefsteak (6-8 oz) boasts a stunning true blue where the sunlight hits it first and as it ripens the purple deepens. Excellent flavor.

INDIGO BLUE BERRIES
Amazing indigo cherry tomato packed with high levels of anthocyanin that are contained in the beautiful deep purple skin. Ripen to an almost black with a bit of brick red on the bottom.

INDIGO KUMQUAT
This golden colored Indigo large grape-type has purple shading on the shoulders and a light yellow interior with a unique and delicious flavor.

INDIGO ROSE
Darkest tomato we grow, exceptionally high in anthocyanins (antioxidants). Good flavor with plummy overtones.

INDIGO RUBY
Ruby is a grape-plum like indigo tomato that has dark pinkish red with purple and a very good tomato flavor. The gel is red and looks lovely when cut.

GREEN TIGER
Elongated cherry-type - Darker green striping creates a distinctive look with greenish yellow flesh color with a bold sweet and acidic flavor, typical of of green (when ripe) tomatoes.

LUCKY TIGER
Elongated cherry-type - Green striped with a striking red blush. Excellent sweet/ tart flavor.

MINT JULEP
Unique plum/pear shape, small fruits 1-1.5 oz have a pleasant tomato taste with a nice sweet overall flavor that is less tart than other green varieties. Variety bred by Brad GATES.

PINK BUMBLE BEE
Pink round large cherry-type are striped with yellow and orange with excellent sweet flavor.

PINK TIGER
Yellow orange striping large elongated cherry tomato (shaped like a grape tomato) with an excellent flavor that is a well balance of sweet and acidic.

PURPLE BUMBLE BEE
Purple round large cherry-type with metallic green striping with and excellent sweet flavor. Eye catching!

SUNRISE BUMBLE BEE
Yellow round large cherry-type with red stripes and pink interior marbling. Gorgeous with a sweet and tangy flavor.

BLACK VELVET
Firm, sleek rosy-mahogany colored “black” tomato. Nice medium size - we find this a dependable winner for flavor and appearance.

BLACK ZEBRA
This is a stabilized cross between green zebra and a black tomato. Medium sized round fruits are red with dark black-green stripes and the taste is sweet and smoky.

CEYLON
2” flattened scalloped ruffled fruit with a distinctive flavor. The taste is rich and assertive, slightly sweet with a bit of zing added in.

EVA PURPLE BALL
Fruits are round, dark pink, and blemish-free. 4-6 oz. fruits. The plants have good leaf cover. Said to be from the Black Forest of Germany.

GREEN ZEBRA
Green-striped salad specialty. A delicious, tangy salad tomato. The 3-4 oz. fruits are the ideal size for slicing into wedges for salads. Productive over a long season.

HARMONY
Sweet, spicy, juicy taste. Average about 1 1/2 inches. Small enough for nibbling, yet big enough to slice in quarters for salads.
2016 Heirloom/Specialty Tomato Selection

**HEIRLOOM ARTISANS/SPECIALTY** *available in clamshell packs*

**INDIGO CHERRY DROP**
New! Improved Indigo Rose.

**JUANNE FLAMME**
A perfect, fruity blend of sweet and tart. Jaune Flamme (or Yellow Flame in French) excels, whether dried or roasted.

**MATTHEW**
These good-looking, big grape/small plum-shaped fruit offer great fresh eating, cooking into sauce and drying for snacks. Tangy and flavorful fresh or dried.

**PERFECT FLAME**
Perfect Flame is a cross of two heirlooms, Jaune Flamme and Peron. Creates colorful salads and gives a flavor blast.

**KAKAO**
New! Unique appearance and flavor.

**RED CALABASH**
2-3 oz. Delicious, thin skinned.

**BLACK CHERRY**
Sweet and robust. The round fruits are almost black in color. The flavor is dynamic—much like an heirloom.

**JASPER**
The texture is pleasantly chewy, and the flavor is sweet and rich.

**SUNGOLD**
Sweet bright tangerine-orange cherry tomatoes. The tendancy for these fantastic tomatoes to crack easily break our hearts but we grow them because they are so yummilious!

**BROWN BERRY**
Earthy brown color with a sweet flavor and juicy.

**JAZZY**
Tasty tomato good for eating and slicing.

**FAVORITA**
Delicious and productive, this red cherry tomato grows good in our our tunnels and fields.

**ROSSELLA**
This gorgeous cherry has the perfect balance of sweetness and acidity. 1/2" round, thin skinned fruits. Makes a great paste tomato and can also be eaten fresh or grilled.

**SAKURA**
Early delicious attractive red cherry with real sweet toma-to flavor and firmness.

**SUNPEACH**
Great tasting pink cherry—very sweet with excellent flavor.

**SUNSUGAR**
Sweeter than sungolds with better crack resistance. We love these golden orange fruits filled with sweetness!

**SUPER SWEET 100**
Great tasting—Sugary Sweet, small red cherry tomato…we are growing this for the added flavor in our mix!
2016 Cherry Tomato Selection

**SWEET TREATS**
Great flavor in this large dark pink cherry.

**TORONJINA**
Orange cherry with sensational juicy, sweet flavor. A medium-sized orange cherry with slightly thicker skin than Sungold.

**WHITE CHERRY**
Appealing, pale yellow cherry tomatoes average 15-20 gm. and have a good, mild taste.

**SWEET MILLION**
Red cherry tomato that is very sweet and flavorful. Crack Resistant. Excellent for salads and snacks.

**YELLOW MINI**
Bright Yellow round cherries with excellent sweet juicy flavor. This is our favorite round yellow cherry.

**TOMATOBERRY**
Fruits have a beautiful, deep red color with broad shoulders tapering to a blunt point at the blossom end. Firm, meaty texture with excellent sweet flavor.

**YELLOW PEAR**
Lemon yellow, pear-shaped mild flavored heirloom cherry tomatoes. Brightens up both our mixed cherry pack and small heirloom pack.

**TORONJINA**
Orange cherry with sensational juicy, sweet flavor. A medium-sized orange cherry with slightly thicker skin than Sungold.

**WHITE CHERRY**
Appealing, pale yellow cherry tomatoes average 15-20 gm. and have a good, mild taste.

**SWEET MILLION**
Red cherry tomato that is very sweet and flavorful. Crack Resistant. Excellent for salads and snacks.

**YELLOW MINI**
Bright Yellow round cherries with excellent sweet juicy flavor. This is our favorite round yellow cherry.

**TOMATOBERRY**
Fruits have a beautiful, deep red color with broad shoulders tapering to a blunt point at the blossom end. Firm, meaty texture with excellent sweet flavor.

**YELLOW PEAR**
Lemon yellow, pear-shaped mild flavored heirloom cherry tomatoes. Brightens up both our mixed cherry pack and small heirloom pack.

2016 Cocktail/Cluster Tomato Selection

**CLEMENTINE**
An orange compliment to Mountain Magic.

**CLIMSTAR**
High quality with good flavor and sweetness.

**MOUNTAIN MAGIC**
We love this bright red cocktail tomato. It’s a delicious - very sweet - a great snacking tomato and perfect in salads. It also keeps for weeks after it is picked ripe.
2016 Grape Tomato Selection

BHN 785 - DETERMINATE
Excellent flavor consistently sized - these grape tomatoes grow on a determinate plant with good coverage.

GOLDEN SWEET
Firm Deep yellow fruits - delicious, mild sweet flavor. Golden Sweet grows long clusters of deep yellow grape tomatoes that stay firm and crisp.

RED PEARL
Has thinner skin and fewer seeds for improved flavor.

CHIQUITA
Beautiful deep rose-pink tomatoes with good flavor.

MONTESINO
This tasty grape is medium sized.

ROJITA
Beautiful pink, exceptionally sweet fruit.

CUPID
The tomatoes are crack resistant and grow in grape like clusters. Great eating right off the vine, or in salads.

NOVA
Nova is a bright orange color with excellent, sweet flavor. Firm, meaty.

SAKURA HONEY
We love this pink Grape and thanks to Matt Becker of Becker Family Farms in Wisconsin who helped us find the seeds!

FIVE STAR GRAPE
This is one of the best tasting red grapes we grow - excellent sweet flavor, firm and meaty texture - few seed and not juicy - which is characteristic of classic grape tomatoes.

PARESO
Our red grape for the tunnels - it is meaty, sweet and flavorful.

SOLID GOLD
Remarkable flavor, firm great looking yellow grape.
2016 Heritage Tomato Selection (red & orange beefsteaks)

**BALL’S BEEFSTEAK**
Perfect sandwich tomato with old fashion flavor.

**CELEBRITY**
Long-popular variety with good flavor.

**ROCKY TOP**
Rocky Top produces high yields and extra large sizes with a great eating quality.

**BIG BEEF**
This large fruit has an old-time tomato flavor.

**FREDERIK**
Beefsteak tomatoes with very good flavor. Deep round fruits have light ribbing.

**REBELSKI**
This fruit has a combination of very good flavor and texture.

**BIG BRANDY**
Flavorful, aromatic pink beefsteaks.

**GRANDMA’S PICK**
An old time look with attractive, large, squat, pleated fruit. Their color is a striking orange/red on the shoulders that deepens to bright red at the bottom. Robust, slightly sweet fruit with a rich, true tomato flavor.

**ULTIMATE OPENER**
Marvelous flavor, that’s so sweet and juicy you can’t stop eating them.

**BIG DENA**
High quality great tasting extra large fruit.

**HEIRLOOM MARRIAGE BIG BRANDY**
Husky tomato with distinctive, deeply pleated fruit that’s juicy, sweet, and balanced with a touch of acid.

**BEORANGE**
Great, sweet flavor with a better balance of acid and sweetness than most orange tomatoes.

**BURPEE BIG BOY**
Gorgeous, perfect, large red fruit. It has a wonderful aroma and rich flavor.

**NEW GIRL**
The medium-size fruits offer an ideal size for slicing onto sandwiches or cutting up into salads. Or just slice them onto a plate with a drizzle of olive oil and fresh chopped basil for a taste treat.

**CHEF’S CHOICE ORANGE**
Slightly flattened, they seem made for slicing onto sandwiches and into salads. Chefs will love them because they keep every bit of their bright color when cooked! Chef’s Choice is the tomato that won’t look muddy when it’s sautéed, baked, broiled, or steamed!

**CARMELLO**
This beautiful 10-12 oz. red slicing tomato is the number one market tomato in Europe because of its good sugar/acid balance.

**PERON SPRAYLESS**
This flavorful, prolific, mid-season slicing tomato bears firm, bright red, mildly acidic, vitamin-rich fruits.
2016 Field Tomato Selection  (red & yellow)

**BHN 1021**
8-16 oz. bright red slicers have good texture, which contributes to the high eating quality.

**MOUNTAIN MERIT**
Very similar to Mountain Fresh, but the plant has better disease resistance, which is becoming an increasingly important attribute for us because it helps us reduce pesticide-use.

**BHN 871**
Pretty golden orange tomatoes. They had a better yield and less disease than Carolina Golds so we will favor this tomato.

**CHARGER**
We trialed these in the tunnel and loved them and are growing them as our preferred field tomato. They are large, firm and very good flavor.

**PRIMO RED**
Early season favorite - this beefsteak comes highly recommended for color, texture, and very good flavor. Has a pronounce pointed blossom end.

**MOUNTAIN FRESH**
This is our standard. We grow many varieties of beefsteak, always in search of the perfect one (one that can ship, look and taste great). Produces big red tomatoes with consistently good flavor.

**RED RAVE**
Has very good flavor while being very firm.

**CAROLINA GOLD**
Large yellow-gold field tomato - this used to be our favorite but last year it did not produce many #1’s but we are going to grow it again and keep our eye on it.
2016 Roma/Plum Tomato Selection (red & yellow)

**ATIVICO**
San Marzano-type with very nice flavor and deep red color. In addition to canning and fresh sauce, Ativico is good for drying (slice in half and pop out the small amount of seeds and gel before drying).

**PLUM REGAL**
Fruits have a deep red color with good flavor.

**REDORTA**
This is a very large (10-12 ounce) San Marzano type plum tomato. Large, vigorous plant. This has real tomato flavor and is good to eat fresh, make sauce, can or dry.

**GRANADERO**
These tomatoes have a very good flavor. Thick-walled fruit are good for fresh tomato sauces, salsas, and salads.

**POMODORO**
Classic Italian plum tomato for sauce & canning.

**BHN 901**
A tasty yellow plum tomato.

**LA ROMA III**
La Roma III has been our farm favorite for traditional plum tomato, although we try every year to find other varieties that might be better.

**PONY EXPRESS**
An early Plum tomato are dark red - we are trying this plum out in 2014 season because the plant has excellent disease resistance for better yields and healthier Earth.

**YELLOW GOLD ROMA**
Great taste, mild non acid flavor. Excellent for fresh market sales, canning, sauces and novelty salsa.

**MONTICELLO**
Nice fruit firmness with great interior quality.

**POZZANO**
A San Marzano type, blunt-tipped fruits have high solids so they sauce down quickly, and have good flavor that improves when cooked.

**GOLDEN RAVE**
Small yellow Romanita (Mini-roma) with great flavor - they are full well balanced and have a sweet flavor - we plan on packaging them with Jullets for a bi-color mini roma pack.

**LIZZIEBELLE**
Lizziebelle is a baby plum (romanette) that ripen to a deep orange color. Their flavor and sweetness is a treasure and we plan on packaging them in a tri-color pack with Jullets (red) and GoldenRave (yellow).

**VERONA**
Similar to Juliet, but with even tastier, somewhat plumper, deep red “cocktail plum” fruits.

**JULIET**
Small Mini-roma Deep red shiny fruits are small 2.25”. Delicious, rich flavor for fresh eating - they are meaty so they are great for cooking sauce and we find them to be the best drying tomatoes.

2016 MINI Roma/Plum Tomato Selection
2016 Tomatillo Tomato Selection

**HPG 20**
Mexican husk tomato for salsa verde. Very popular for making salsas when combined with fresh, hot peppers.

**PURPLE TOMATILLO**
Heirloom, rare, size of golf ball, pick when deep purple, sweeter than Toma Verde.

**TOMA VERDE**
Early, green tomatillo. Early-maturing, large, flat-round green fruits. Use in salsa or Mexican cooking.

2016 Husk Cherry Tomato Selection

**GIANT POHA BERRY**
This 1” cape gooseberry/husk cherry is a known as Poha Berry in Hawaii. Has a 1” sweet/tart berry with smooth, wazy orange skin. Pop them out of their husks and eat them raw, dip them in chocolate, or incorporate them into a salad or dessert. High in natural pectin, they make a delightfully uncommon jam.

**GOLDIE**
Small orange ground cherry, “Cape Gooseberry”, sweet wild flavor.
## Tomato Packaging Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging for Heirloom &amp; Other Tomato Offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHERRY</strong> (pint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHERRY GRAPE</strong> (pint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHERRY MIX SPECIALTY</strong> (pint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHERRY, SUNGOLD</strong> (pint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIELD, VINE-RIPENED</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIELD, Yellow</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAPE, YELLOW</strong> (pint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM</strong> (open quart)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM</strong> (20 oz clamshell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM</strong> Black/Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM Cocktail Mix</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM Green</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM Mix</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM Red/Pink</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEIRLOOM Yellow</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINI ROMA Mix (20 oz clamshell)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINI ROMA Mix (open quart)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNTAIN MAGIC</strong> (open quart)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNTAIN MAGIC</strong> (1 lb clamshell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOMATILLO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUSK CHERRY/ CAPE GOOSEBERRY/ POHO BERRY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>